Spectroscopy of the electronic excited states of thioxophosphane, HPS, and of its deuterated species.
The stable low energy states of the HPS and DPS molecules have been studied through multi-reference ab initio methods in conjunction with large atomic basis sets. Stable states for these species have been examined up to 7 eV above the ground state minimum. We found six stable electronic states that are mostly mono-configurational. These states may be involved in the photodynamics and photodissociation of this molecule. In particular, the 2 1A' state presents two minima on the potential energy surface, one of them close to linear configuration. This state may be populated after the absorption of a visible photon from the ground state and gives rise to large amplitude motions that may eventually induce isomerization to electronically excited HSP. Moreover, we characterized these states spectroscopically to facilitate the assignment of the vibronic spectra of the HPS and DPS species. For these low-energy states, we thus computed vertical and adiabatic excitation energies, and for the stable ones, a full set of spectroscopic constants including harmonic frequencies and anharmonic vibrational, rotational, and centrifugal distortion constants. The calculated potential energy surfaces for these states have been used in a variational procedure to deduce the pattern of vibrational levels up to 4000 cm-1 above the corresponding vibrationless level. Our data may serve for the assignment of the IR and Vis spectra of HPS and DPS.